We describe the problems encountered in the design of Larch/C++, especially its object-oriented features. We discuss a range of possible solutions to these problems, and give the rationale for our particular solutions. We also present examples of Larch/C++ specications and discuss dierences from Larch/C.
Window") or passed as an actual argument to a procedure that expects an argument of type Window*. Similar remarks hold when Window* is replaced by Window& | a reference instead of a pointer type. Declaring a private or protected inheritance relationship does not permit such subtying. Similarly, members of a class (instance variables and methods) can be declared as public, protected, or private. Public members are available to clients, protected members are only available to subclasses, and private members are hidden from both clients and subclasses. Since C++ can describe two interfaces for each class, one for clients and one for subclasses, Larch/C++ must also be able to specify these two interfaces.
The desire to support old C programs in C++ gives the interface language designer two additional challenges: whether to support old style C interfaces, and compatibility with Larch/C interface specications. We have chosen to make LarchC++ compatible with Larch/C whenever possible. We have not worried about supporting old style C interfaces, since Larch/C++ also ignores them.
Goals
Our overall goal for Larch/C++ is to have Larch/C++ in use in academia and industry in the next several years. Thus we aim to make Larch/C++ a practical language, not just an academic curiosity. To this end, our more specic goals for Larch/C++ are as follows.
To have a syntax that is intuitive for C++ programmers. That is, the syntax used to specify interfaces should match that of C++ declarations in detail and in spirit.
To aid the specication of modules that use common C++ idioms. For example, one should be able to specify modules that use subtype polymorphism and message passing (virtual functions). Also one should be able to specify modules that use mutation and aliasing, modules that use either references or pointers, and classes that use dierent kinds of inheritance.
To promote inheritance of specications. That is, one should be able to specify a class's interface by stating how it diers from another class's interface. Because of this goal, automated support for browsing class interface specications and their relationships is needed.
To allow the specication of two interfaces for each class: an interface for clients and an interface for subclasses.
To have no unmotivated dierences from Larch/C. This applies both to language details, such as syntax and semantics, and to programming environment issues.
The above goals are directed at making Larch/C++ practical. In addition, we have some other goals which should help make Larch/C++ useful, but which are motivated by a particular view of object-oriented programming [Ame87] [Mey88] [LW90] [Lea90] [Lea91] . This view centers around supertype abstraction, which is the ability to reason about a program based on nominal (i.e., static) type information by letting supertypes stand for all their subtypes. Informally, a subtype is an abstract data type such that each object of the subtype acts like some object of its supertypes. The idea is that one reasons about a program while thinking of these hypothetical supertype objects, and thereby abstracts away the details of the exact specications of the subtype objects. This view of object-oriented programming leads us to the following additional goals.
To help designers use supertype abstraction in the sense that when subtypes of existing types are specied, already specied types and functions do not need to be respecied.
To be able to specify properties needed for the modular verication of C++ programs (so that when new modules are added to a program, unchanged modules should not have to be reveried). For example, one must be able to specify enough information about the relationships between subtypes and supertypes so that one can verify programs using static type information [LW90] . Another example: one must be able to verify a subclass using the specication of the public and protected interfaces of its superclasses, independent of the implementation of the superclasses.
Related Work
The most closely related work are other interface specication languages in the Larch family [Win83] [Che91] . The greatest inuence has been from Larch/C and Larch/Smalltalk. From Larch/C we have adopted much syntax and the basic semantics of such common types as pointers. From Larch/Smalltalk we have taken much of the approach to inheritance and subtyping. Larch/C, however, does not deal with the object-oriented parts of C++. Larch/Smalltalk has a completely dierent syntax, and does not deal with the dierent kinds of inheritance possible in C++.
Outside the Larch family, Meyer's work on the programming language Eiel has advanced the cause of applying formal methods to object-oriented programs [Mey88] . In Eiel, one can specify pre-and postconditions for operations of abstract data types using boolean expressions written in Eiel. That is, unlike a Larch-style interface specication language, program expressions are used in pre-and post-conditions. In post-conditions one can also refer to the old value of an instance variable, v, with the expression \old v". Assertions can also be written using operations that are not implemented, called deferred operations; such assertions constrain the implementation of the deferred operations when they are implemented in a subclass in much the same way that the operations of an equational-algebraic specication mutually constrain each other. This leads to a style of specication that is more terse than a typical model-based specication language, because the users do not have to specify both a trait (the abstract model) and an interface. However, there are several technical problems with Eiel's specication sublanguage.
1. There is no way to express universally or existentially quantied assertions.
2. One is sometimes forced to export more operations than one would like in order to specify some types.
For example, to specify a statistical database with instance operations insert, mean, and variance, one would also need to export operations that enumerate the elements to state the post-condition of insert. 2 However, a designer may wish to hide such operations for other reasons.
3. The meaning of an assertion is unclear if the operations involved fail to terminate normally or use non-portable parts of the language.
A renement of the Eiel specication language is found in the specication language Annotated C++, or A++ [CL90] . Assertions in A++ may use universal and existential quantication, and hence are not generally executable, although they are still expressed using the expressions of C++. A dierence from Eiel is that the assertions must be expressed in a pure subset of C++, which makes them more amenable to formal manipulation. Furthermore, besides pre-and post-conditions for operations, in A++ one can give pre-and post-conditions for blocks of C++ code, which allows one to specify that if s is a pointer to a stack object, then the two statements s->push(x); s->pop(); do not change the object to which s points. While A++ is more expressive than Eiel's specication sublanguage, it still suers from all but the rst of the problems with Eiel's specication language described above.
Larch/Smalltalk, LM3, and Larch/C++ are object-oriented in the sense that they specify program modules for object-oriented programming languages. A dierent sense of object-oriented specication language is one which is not tailored to specifying the interfaces of programs written in a particular programming language, but one that uses ideas from object-oriented programming to aid in writing specications. For example, the specication language Object-Z [CDD + 89] [DD90] [Cus91] extends the specication language Z with inheritance of specications. Larch/Smalltalk, LM3, and Larch/C++ also use inheritance of specications to dene subtypes.
Outline
In the rest of this paper we discuss some specic problems we have faced in the design of Larch/C++, describe future work, and end with discussion and conclusions. 
Integration and Connection with C++
Many of our problems in integrating Larch/C++ with C++ notations were solved by taking ideas from Larch/C. For example, we have adopted without change the distinction between basic values and locs (locations) made in section 2.3 of [GH91] . Basic values, called abstract values below, are the abstraction of an object's state used in specications [Hoa72] . Abstract values are specied by traits written in the Larch Shared Language. Locations are abstractions of computer memory cells. In Larch/C++ locations are thought of as containers for abstract values.
We have also adopted the Larch/C distinction between pointers and arrays, the idea that an array a has an upper bound maxIndex(a), and the idea that a pointer p contains both an upper and lower bound for the contiguous locations to which it can point.
There is one horrible incompatibility between Larch/C and C that is inherited by the current version of Larch/C++. The equals sign (=), means assignment in C and C++, but means equality in Larch/C and Larch/C++ specications, whereas == in C++ means equality and is used in the Larch Shared Language to separate sides of an equation [GHM90] . Since a common bug in C and C++ programs is using the wrong symbol, it may be wise to use == for equality in assertions in Larch/C++ specications. For the time being we are following Larch/C and using = for equality in assertions. (If only we could change C and C++ instead!)
Const
In C++ the keyword const can be used to declare that the contents of a location should not be changed. A const qualier can also be used to state that a pointer variable cannot be changed, or that the location pointed to by a pointer cannot be changed, or both. For example, the C++ declaration bool stripes(const zebra * z1, zebra * const z2); says that the object pointed at by z1 cannot be changed, and the pointer z2 cannot be changed. The rst of these is useful to the caller, but because C++ uses call by value, the second only constrains the implementation. That is, the caller should not care whether the implementation of stripes is able to assign to its local variable z2, although the caller does care whether the object pointed to by z1 can be changed. C++ distinguishes the interface bool stripes(const zebra * z1, zebra * z2); from the one given above, but we want to investigate a semantics for Larch/C++ that would allow the rst interface for stripes to be an implementation of a specication that used the second.
In C++ an operation (member function) of a class can be declared to be const, meaning that the member function cannot change the bits of the object of which it is a member. (However, this protection is not absolute [ES90] .) Since such declarations are enforced by C++, we had the idea of replacing the typical Larch modifies clause in a function specication with the use of const. Since the same mechanism is available in ANSI C, the designers of Larch/C also had the same thought.
However, there is a dierence between changing the bits in an object's representation and changing the object's abstract value. More precisely, if the bits do not change, then the abstract value does not change, but the converse is not true. A classic example is a rational number object, where one may want to reduce the representation of numerator and denominator to lowest common terms, without changing the object's abstract value.
Even recognizing the distinction between changing bits and abstract values, one could try to use const to eliminate redundancy in specications. The idea would be that the modifies clause could be omitted if it could be unambiguously reconstructed from the declarations of the formal parameters. For example, consider the following function specication.
void foo(blob x, const zebra y) { ensures P(x,y); } The idea would be that the default modifies clause would be modifies x, meaning that y cannot be changed, nor can any other global object. However, this default would not be what is intended for examples like reducing a rational number to lowest terms; in such an example, the arguments cannot be declared as const, but the intended modies clause is modifies nothing. So like the designers of Larch/C, we decided to follow the Larch tradition of making the default for an omitted modies clause be modifies nothing.
To achieve the eect of the rejected alternative, the user must write:
void foo(blob x, const zebra y) { modifies x; ensures P(x,y); } At least here the redundancy buys something, because it highlights what is being changed. This is especially welcome for the implicit argument to the operations of a class.
Variations on Formal Arguments
In C all arguments are passed by value, although one can pass a pointer and the value of an array is a pointer to its rst location. C++ also has call by reference. For example, if swap is specied as follows, What kind of thing is i in the above specication? We take the position that it denotes a location, not an abstract value. Thus to get an abstract value from i one must use the notation i', which means the abstract value of i in the post-state (the state after the function returns). The notation i^means the abstract value of i in the pre-state (the state before the function is invoked).
We plan to adopt defaults for the ' and^annotations. As in LM3, the convention will be that in preand post-conditions an unannotated variable of an appropriate type is implicitly annotated with^. However, as we have not yet implemented this syntactic sugar, in this paper we use ' and^as needed.
Default Arguments
C++ permits the declaration of a function to specify defaults for actual arguments to a function. Certainly such information needs to be part of the specication of a function. One might argue that default arguments should be specied using the full range of C++ expression, as this would allow the specications that use default arguments to express the full range of declarations allowed in C++ programs. However, the C++ grammar for expressions is suciently complex that this would cause signicant complications to the Larch/C++ grammar, and there is no other place in Larch/C++ where the full range of C++ expressions is needed. Instead we decided to limit what can be written as a default argument to terms of the Larch Shared Language. Since these terms already include the C++ literals for integers, oating point numbers, characters, and strings, our decision will only be a disadvantage for default arguments of more complex types. But one can write operators in the Larch Shared Language to describe the abstract values of more complex C++ expressions.
Classes
In Larch/C++, class interface specications replace the abstract data type specications of Larch/C. An example of a Larch/C++ class interface specication is given in Figure 1 class template, SymbolTable, with two type parameters Key and Value. (These type parameters do not have to be classes; <class T> is just the C++ syntax for declaring T as a type parameter in a template.)
The notation following uses says that the abstract model used to specify symbol tables is given by the trait SymbolTableTrait. (That trait is presented in Figure 2 using the syntactic conventions of the Larch Shared Language checker as tailored for Larch/C.) Following the trait name in the uses clause is a parenthesized list that gives the type to sort mapping used in the specication. The type to sort mapping associates to each type name in the interface a sort name. Unlike Larch/C, the uses clause does not allow arbitrary renamings|in Larch/C++ such renamings must be handled by traits. This changes allows the type to sort mapping to be more easily extracted from an interface specication.
A class interface specication, like a class declaration in C++, can specify the access that clients and subclasses are allowed to various parts of the implementation. In Figure 1 , the line public: species that all the lines that follow it are to be implemented as public members. One can also write protected:, which says that the following member specications (down to the next such access specier) are only visible to subclasses. In this way one can specify interfaces for both clients and subclasses. While obvious, this way of specifying interfaces for subclasses is not entirely satisfactory. The (protected) interface for subclasses should be a property of a particular implementation of the (public) class specication, and dierent implementations should be able to specify dierent interfaces for subclasses while sharing the same public interface. Therefore it might be better, if more complex, to allow a more thorough separation of the specication of these interfaces.
We have debated about whether to allow the specication of private members of a class. Of course, private parts of a class are solely the domain of an implementation, and are of no interest to clients. However, we would also like to support the same kind of automatic generation of \include les" that is done in Larch/C. In Larch/C, the .lcl le is used to generate a .lh le, which is included in the normal header (.h) le. In the normal header le, the user can add other implementation specic details. This scheme cannot work for Larch/C++, because the private part of a class denition must be in the header included by clients and the private part must be dened lexically within the class denition. One alternative is to have another le, the .pri le, to dene the private parts of a class, and to have the .lh le automatically include it, which would then be included in the .h le. But since such a scheme is unwieldly, we are exploring the ramications of letting users specify private parts.
Returning to Figure 1 , the next line following public: is a comment, as all the characters on the line after // are ignored. Following the comment is the specication of a constructor for the SymbolTable type. In C++ the call of a constructor determines whether the newly created object is allocated on the heap or on the run-time stack. The only job of a constructor is to initialize the state of the newly created object, which in the specication is referred to as self. (This is similar to the way empset is initialized in [GH91, Section 3.3] .) The specication of this constructor says that in the post-state the abstract value of the constructed object should be an empty symbol table.
The special specication variable self is an abbreviation for *this. This abbreviation is useful because one would otherwise have to write (*this)' to refer to the post-state of the receiving object, which is error prone because of the ambiguity in (a human reader's) parsing of *this' as (*this)' or *(this'). Wing's paper on Avalon/C++ [Win90] uses this as if it were a location containing the abstract value of the object receiving a message, but in C++ this is a pointer to that location, not the location itself. We thought it would be too confusing to have the type of this be dierent in C++ and in Larch/C++, so instead we use self to abbreviate *this.
Following the constructor in Figure 1 is the specication of a destructor~SymbolTable. A destructor is called by a C++ statement of the form delete st, where st is an object of type SymbolTable. The job of a destructor is to deallocate any component objects stored in the instance variables (data members) of the object. But since clients have no knowledge of any component objects, it seems impossible to talk about them in the specication. Certainly delete st changes the abstract value of st, and the modies clause modifies self says that. The ensures clause says that the object itself is \trashed", so that any further access to it will be an error; the notation trashed is borrowed from Larch/C. The intention is that this should also mean that the implementation should also deallocate component objects, but how to say that formally is problematic.
The other specications of member functions in Figure 1 are fairly standard. For example, an implementation of add must be such that if st is a symbol table such that the abstract value of val is not in the mapping dened by the abstract value of st, then the call st.add(ky, val) terminates normally, modies nothing but the state of st, and changes the state of st by associating ky to val.
As in Larch/C, result denotes the formal result parameter for a function.
(To be precise, result denotes the abstract value returned, not a location containing the abstract value.) An example is in the specication of includes in Figure 1 . The use of const just before the { in the specication of includes means that the implementation is not allowed to change the bits in the representation of the object st in a call such as st.includes(ky). An omitted modies clause means the same as modifies nothing, but that only prohibits the abstract value of st from changing. As usual, an omitted requires clause stands for requires true.
Subtypes and Subclasses
The features that most distinguish object-oriented programming languages from languages that only support data abstraction (such as CLU and Ada) are inheritance and message passing. The inheritance mechanism of C++ is in many ways more complex than that of Smalltalk and Modula-3. Since message passing causes special diculties in program verication it is worth taking extra trouble in specication if that will make the job of verication easier. One way to make such verication easier is by the use of legal subtype relationships
Distinguish Subtypes and Subclasses?
In software engineering it is important to distinguish between the notions of type and class and the relationships of subtype and subclass. A type (i.e., an abstract data type) is a behavioral notion, and may be implemented by many dierent classes. A class is a program module that implements an abstract data type. Similarly, a subtype is an abstract data type, each of whose objects behave in a way that is similar to some objects of its supertypes. A subclass is an implementation that is derived by inheritance from its superclasses. A subtype relationship is a behavioral relationship, which could be proven by examining the specications of the types involved, while a subclass relationship is a purely implementation relationship. In Larch/Smalltalk we were able to completely separate these two notions [Che91] , since Smalltalk-80 has no static type system. Unfortunately, the C++ type system does not distinguish completely between subtypes and subclasses. For type checking each class name is the name of a type; furthermore, the only way to tell the type system that S is to be a subtype of T is to declare the class S as a public subclass of T. One can have purely implementation relationships between classes by declaring that C2 is a private or protected subclass of C1, but one cannot have a subtype relationship without a subclass relationship. So the question arises as to whether Larch/C++ should distinguish classes from types and subclasses from subtypes. In the end, we decided to make Larch/C++ match C++ 3 . It would be pointless to articially separate subtyping from subclassing in Larch/C++. Thus our syntax for class interface specications uses the keyword class instead of type, and for declaring subtypes of a given type we use the C++ syntax for declaring public subclasses. Indeed, we also currently allow the declaration of protected and even private subclass relationships.
As an example of the specication of subtypes and subclasses, consider rst Figure 3 , which species a class BankAccount. This class will be the superclass of other classes to follow. It species objects that can be asked for their balance and to pay interest. The trait BankAccountTrait used in the specication of BankAccount is presented in Figure 4 . The trait Rational which is included by BankAccountTrait, is found in the Larch Shared Language Handbook [GH86] . The two member functions are both specied as virtual, which means that the code executed in a call such as ba->pay_interest() will execute code determined by the dynamic class of the object pointed to by ba.
Abstract Classes
In Figure 3 the notation abstract class means that BankAccount should not be used to create objects. 4
Since BankAccount is specied as an abstract class, the usual rule that all specied operations must be implemented is relaxed. For example, an implementation of SymbolTable must have denitions of all the specied operations that satisfy their specications in the usual way. However, an implementation of BankAccount, while it must have a denition of pay_interest, may have a denition of the form:
virtual void pay_interest(const double rate) = 0;
In C++ jargon, such an implementation is called a pure virtual function. Although a pure virtual function is not usable, it serves as a place-holder for C++, and thus we allow a pure virtual functions as correct implementations of virtual function specications in abstract classes. However, the catch is that any object of a non-abstract subclass of BankAccount must have a working member function pay_interest that satises the specication.
Currently there is no way that the Larch/C++ user can specify whether a particular function must or must not be implemented in subclasses. But while such information is important for subclasses, it seems too closely associated with a particular implementation of BankAccount to be included in the public interface. It more properly belongs in the protected interface specication, even if it is a property of the implementation of a public operation.
Even though one should not create objects of type BankAccount, the specication clearly denes the set of abstract values. In a specication language like A++ or Eiel, one would have no way of describing balance without introducing additional operations.
Specifying the Abstract Values of a Subtype
Since BankAccount is specied as an abstract class, the main use for the specication is to constrain the implementation of subtypes. That is, we wish to have subtypes inherit the specication of the virtual functions. But what does the specication of balance or pay_interest mean when invoked on an object of a subtype? The assertions in the pre-and post-conditions of those operations are expressed in the language dened by the trait BankAccountTrait, and would be meaningless if self^and self' had some sort other than Acct. We see two kinds of solutions to this problem:
Bring the trait functions of the supertypes down to the subtype's abstract values, or
Bring the values of the subtypes up to the supertypes.
Bringing the trait functions down means dening the meaning of each trait function that takes supertype arguments for subtype arguments. This allows the assertion to be interpreted by a kind of dynamic overloading of trait functions [Lea90] [Lea91] . One must specify a simulation relation that relates each abstract value of the supertype to one or more abstract values of the subtype in a way that is preserved by the trait functions; this ensures that the trait functions are redened in the subtypes in a consistent way.
To bring the values of the subtype up one uses a coercion function (not a relation) that maps each subtype abstract value to a single supertype abstract value [BW90] 
. This allows assertions to be interpreted by mapping all values to the nominal type of the variables used in the assertion. With this approach, assertions may use equality (=) freely for all types, but with the approach of bringing the trait functions down equality cannot be used in assertions between terms of visible type. The reason for this is easy to see if one imagines the \bringing the values up" approach with coercion relationships instead of functions; one would be hard-pressed to dene the meaning of \x = y" when both x and y could denote sets of abstract values instead of single values. It is also clear that when the simulation relation is a function, the approach of bringing the trait functions down can simulate the approach of bringing the values up | by dening the trait functions of the subtype using the coercions. As an example, we specify a subtype SavingsAccount by overloading the trait function balance in the trait SavingsAccountTrait ( Figure 5 ). This is done in a stylized way by using the trait CoercionTrait (found in the same gure). The trait SavingsAccountSubTrait includes BankAccountTrait and uses the assumed coercion operation, toAcct, to dene an overloading of the trait function balance. This ensures that the coercion function homomorphically maps SavingsAccount abstract values to BankAccount abstract values. That toAcct commutes with the overloaded balance trait function, is important for verication of programs using supertype abstraction [Lea90] [Lea91]. Its importance is similar to Hoare's requirement that the abstraction map from the representation of a data abstraction to the abstract values, used to verify the correctness of an implementation of a data abstraction [Hoa72] , commute with all the type's operations.
By including the SavingsAccountSubTrait, all that is left for the trait SavingsAccountTrait is to dene a way to create abstract values of the sort SA, and the actual coercion function.
In this example of dening a trait for a subtype, SavingsAccountSubTrait is small. However, a trait like SavingsAccountSubTrait must dene one trait function for each unary trait function in the supertype's trait that takes the supertype's sort as an argument, three trait functions for each binary trait function in the supertype's trait that takes the supertype's sort as an argument, and so on. Since dening so many overloaded trait functions quickly becomes tedious, we would like to augment the Larch Shared Language with some special syntax for dening such traits as SavingsAccountTrait without explicitly writing the SavingsAccountSubTrait with the overloaded trait functions.
The proposed short-hand notation for dening traits with coerced operations (from [LW] ) is given in Figure 6 . The idea is that the parameters of CoercionTrait, namely toAcct, SA, and Acct are described following the keywords by, subsort, and Acct. The meaning of the trait in Figure 6 should be exactly the same as in Figure 5 . If a trait is specied as a subtrait of more than one other trait, then it is possible to inherit conicting denitions of the same trait function; this problem would be solved by requiring the user to explicitly dene any such trait functions. 
Syntactic and Semantic Constraints on Subtypes
The class interface specication SavingsAccount is given in Figure 7 . In the rst line, after the colon (:), the words public BankAccount specify that SavingsAccount is to be a public subclass of BankAccount, and hence a subtype of BankAccount. A correct implementation of SavingsAccount must also be a public subclass of BankAccount. Ideally the user of Larch/C++ should prove that the subtype relationship is legal according to some ac-
. However, it is undecidable whether an arbitrary claimed subtype relationship is legal, and so for the time being Larch/C++ only requires that certain syntactic conditions be satised. First, the used trait must provide overloaded trait functions that will accept arguments of the supertype's sort; the technical statement of this condition is described in [Lea90] . Second, the interface must satisfy the C++ type checker. Satisfying the C++ type checker is not what a type theorist would expect [Car88] ; according to Doug Lea 5 , it is impossible to change the type of the result or of any of the explicitly specied arguments (i.e., other than this) of a member function.
The interface specied in Figure 7 also has an invariant clause. This invariant constrains the abstract values of sort SA, and thus restricts the abstract values of SavingsAccount objects to have positive balances.
The members of SavingsAccount are specied using the trait function approximates from the latest version of the Larch Shared Language Handbook trait for Floating Point numbers. The idea is that approximates(res, exact, slop) is true if res is an approximation to exact within an interval dened by slop and some characteristics of C++ double precision oating point numbers. The trait function rational converts double precision oating point numbers to rational numbers. The trait function toDouble converts rational numbers to double precision oating point numbers. Traits for double and other built-in C++ types are automatically included by Larch/C++.
Inheritance of Specications
The type SavingsAccount is specied as a subclass of BankAccount. Even if it were not specied as a public subclass, one might still wish to inherit specications from BankAccount. The specications inherited are those of the virtual member functions balance and pay_interest.
There are several possible ways to interpret what inheritance of specications means for a class specication. It is not even clear what should be the goal of a semantics of inheritance for specications. Possible goals include:
Describing the interface of a class that implements the specication, and describing the eect of each dened message sent to objects of that type or its subtypes. One way to satisfy the rst goal above is to use overloading of the trait functions to interpret the specications of balance and pay_interest sent to objects of type SavingsAccount. In this interpretation, for example, if sav is an object of type SavingsAccount with abstract value sa, then the abstract value of the C++ expression sav.balance(), call it result, must satisfy the post-condition of balance, with sa substituted for self^:
approximates(result, balance(sa), (1/100)).
Note however, that this kind of interpretation of function specications is only sensible when the trait functions are overloaded as described above, and that such overloading may only be meaningful for subtypes, that is for public subclasses. If one wants to inherit specications from private superclasses, this alternative is less attractive.
There are at least two ways to satisfy the second goal. The idea is to create a specication of the subclass that no longer needs inheritance by \copying" the specication of an inherited member function to the subclass specication. Of course, such a copy would be done by the semantics, instead of by the specier. Since the specication of an inherited function is written using the traits of the supertype, there is a problem of how to interpret the copied specication. Two ways of interpreting the copying are as follows.
To \close" the meaning of the specication by rst obtaining its \meaning" relative to the traits used in the superclass specication, and then copying the \meaning." This resembles programming language parameter mechanisms such as call-by-name.
To make a copy of the text of the specication, and then reinterpret the trait functions in the specication by the used traits of the subclass. This resembles call-by-text.
The call-by-name approach seems not to work, for reasons that we do not have space to go into here. The call-by-text interpretation seems to match the overloading interpretation of inheritance given above to satisfy the rst goal. It also seems to suer from the problem of only being well dened if the used trait in the subclass denes the proper trait functions. We are hoping that experience and theoretical investigation will help pick a good semantics for inheritance, or prove some of them equivalent.
None of the semantics advanced so far for inheritance of specications resolves the conicts that can arise when a function specication is inherited from more than one superclass. The alternatives for dealing with multiple specications seem to be as follows.
Force the user to give an explicit specication, overriding all the others.
Pick one of the specications that would be inherited. Ideally there would be one best or most specic specication, but it is easy to imagine situations where there is no one best specication.
Combine the specications in some manner. The obvious idea is to take the disjunction of the preconditions, the intersection of the modies clauses, and the conjunction of all the post-conditions. Eiel takes this approach.
It is not clear whether we will be able to follow Eiel in taking the third approach until we have settled on a semantics for inheriting specications when there are no conicts. The idea of picking one specication is easily dismissed, and thus we are left, for the time being, with forcing the user to override the specication whenever there is a conict.
Subtype Constraining Assertions
When specifying functions in a language with subtypes, one has to be careful in the use of equality. For example, consider the specication of a member function choose in a class template Set with type parameter aType. Suppose that this function were specied as follows.
virtual aType choose() const { requires not(self^= emptySet); ensures result \in self^; } Suppose this specication of choose is inherited by ColoredSet, which is specied using abstract values such as empty(Red) and empty(Yellow). In particular, suppose that emptySet is not an abstract value of ColoredSet. Then the precondition of choose will be trivially satised if the argument to choose is a ColoredSet, because its abstract value cannot be emptySet. To prevent this kind of error, we have to reinterpret equality (=) in assertions. If we are bringing the values of subtype up by a coercion function, then one can interpret = as equality of the coerced abstract values, where the values are coerced to the nominal type used in the assertion. If we are bringing the trait functions down, there may be no coercion function (only a relation), and so one way to proceed is to prohibit the use of = between abstract values of terms of any sort other than the sorts associated with built-in primitive types such as int, and char. Assertions that use user-dened trait functions, such as \eq, instead of = have the advantage that \eq can always be redened in the traits used by a subclass, and thus give better constraints on subtypes. Such assertions are called subtype constraining [Lea90, Section 3.5.3 ]. An alternative that we would like to investigate is to interpret = as a behavioral equality (at the nominal type used in the assertion). In this paper we use \eq instead of = for the user-dened trait function that plays the role of =.
3 Future Work
There are many questions still to be answered in our design of Larch/C++.
Integration with C++
One set of questions for future work involves more integration with C++. Exception handling is a feature that is described in the latest reference manuals for C++ and will be arriving in compilers eventually. We have not designed syntax and semantics for specifying exceptions yet.
We have not yet worked on the interaction of templates (generic polymorphism), subtyping, and inheritance. Some ideas on subtyping and polymorphism were explored in the design of Larch/Smalltalk, but the C++ type system adds complications.
There are a few pragmatic aspects of C++ programming that one might conceivably want a specication language to express. For example, that certain function calls should be expanded in-line or that some variables may change under outside inuence (volatile). Both of these ideas have static and declarative aspects to them, but seem hard to reconcile to the idea of interface specication. Another practical feature would be a way to intermix Larch/C specications with Larch/C++ specications in the same environment. C++ has a feature for declaring that certain external functions are written in C, so this is not terribly far fetched.
In Larch/C, type checking is by name, except that calls to the standard library are structurally type checked. It is unclear whether by-name type checking is or should be applied to function types. Also it is unclear whether Larch/C++ should adopt by-name type checking, since C++ only does type checking by name for classes (and structs).
Subtyping and Subclassing
Another set of questions for future work involves details of subtyping and inheritance.
A pressing question is how to constrain subtypes eectively without saying too much. For example, often a subtype object has more information (more instance variables) than the supertype specication considers. Thus a specication inherited from the supertype that allows the object to be modied does not constrain the implementation to leave the extra information in the subtype object alone. Perhaps we can augment the modies clause, which already provides a way to specify what objects cannot be modied by an operation, to say that no other parts of the object can change.
Another question is how we can provide tools that support browsing and reorganizing type specications. The implementation of a C++ class must match its declaration (and thus implicitly its specication) in many aspects that are not observable by clients. The most prominent of these is the declaration of private members of a class, but some kinds of const declarations in interfaces are also not the concern of clients. We would like to try to weaken such restrictions.
Verication
A big question for us is how to prove that one type is a subtype of another, based on their specications. This question will be critical for modular verication.
We plan to investigate C++ coding styles and restrictions that will help avoid diculties in program verication. We are also interested in how the verication of the implementation of a class is aided or hurt by certain coding styles.
Discussion and Conclusions
The Larch/C++ project worked with syntactic issues for several months during the summer of 1992. This eort produced a fairly stable grammar and a parser. (A human-readable grammar appears in the appendix.) We plan to build static semantic checkers and eventually support for proving various properties using the Larch Prover. We need to decide what tools to build and how to integrate them with the Larch/C tools. We would also like to build browsers similar to the prototype browser for Larch/Smalltalk [Che91] .
The main eort in the summer of 1992 has been in writing examples, rening the language, and starting on a formal semantics for Larch/C++. We are now working on the semantics and tools.
We hope eventually to specify large portions of various C++ libraries. This should help make Larch/C++ attractive to programmers, and will enable users of Larch/C++ to start from a high level. It will also give us many examples of \real" programs to specify.
A general issue for interface specication language designers that emerges from our work on Larch/C++ is what level of specication is appropriate. That is, should an interface specication be allowed to state properties that are not observable by clients? For example, should the specication of private parts of a class be allowed in Larch/C++? It is not dicult to give meaning to such specications, one simply requires that the specied private parts be present in the implementation. This blending of program and specication may be a good thing, as it allows the specier to design some of the program. It is a point of view we are currently experimenting with, by letting the user specify protected and private parts in a class specication. This point of view also has the advantage of simplicity, both in the specication language and in the specication language's notion of a correct implementation. However, the price of this simplicity is reduced exibility in implementations, because by ignoring the private and protected parts of a specication one could implement a class with the same observable behavior.
Although Larch/C++ takes much from Larch/C, Larch/C++ is not upward compatible with Larch/C. For example, the abstract data type specications in Larch/C are replaced by class interface specications in Larch/C++. Another incompatibility is that type checking for Larch/C++ is not by-name, except for classes (and structs). Finally, we do not allow arbitrary renamings in the uses clause, but only allow the specication of the type to sort mapping. Despite these dierences, it should not be too dicult for the Larch/C user to use Larch/C++, as many details are the same.
Our goal is to have Larch/C++ in practical use within a few years. This goal is important, because despite its aws C++ will be around for at least a few years, and possibly forever. If formal methods are to have an impact on the software industry, they will have to be applied to real problems by real programmers using the tools chosen by the programmers. Larch/C++ is a step in that direction. ; j fun-specication j template-declaration decl-specier ::= type-specier j static j extern j virtual j friend j typedef type-specier ::= simple-type-name j enum-specier j class-specier j elaborated-type-specier j :: templ-or-class-name j const j volatile simple-type-name ::= typedef-name j templ-or-class-name + :: [ typedef-name ] j char j short j int j long j signed j unsigned j oat j double j void elaborated-type-specier ::= class-key f templ-or-class-name j identier g j enum enum-name class-key ::= [ abstract ] class j struct j union enum-specier ::= enum enum-name 'f' f identier [ = const-expression ] g 3 ; 'g' templ-or-class-name ::= template-class-name j class-name const-expression ::= term
The Larch/C++ identier is syntactically the same as that of C++, i.e., it is a sequence of letters and digits. The nonterminals interface-name, trait-name, sort-name, typedef-name, class-name, and enum-name are identiers. 
